Definition

- **Bullying** is when a person deliberately upsets another person, hurts another person; damages another person’s property, reputation or social acceptance on more than one occasion. There is an imbalance of power in incidents of bullying with the bully or bullies having more power at the time due to age, size, status or other reasons. Bullying can include the following behaviours:
  - physical aggression
  - use of put down comments or insults
  - name calling
  - damage to a person’s property
  - spreading of rumours to damage a person’s reputation
  - exclusion from activities
  - setting up of humiliating experiences.
- **Cyber bullying** is when someone is tormented, threatened, harassed, humiliated, embarrassed, or otherwise targeted by another person or persons using the Internet, interactive and digital technologies or mobile phones. People who use the Internet, emails, intranets, mobile phones, social networks or similar technologies to bully others are cyber bullies.
- **ICT Equipment/Devices** in this document include, but are not limited to, computers, laptops, storage devices, cameras, all types of mobile phones, video and audio players/receivers, social networking or social media sites and any other technologies as they come into use.
- **Cyber-safety** refers to the safe and responsible use of the Internet and ICT equipment/devices including mobile phones.

Rationale

Rowville Primary School uses the Internet as a learning tool to improve student learning outcomes by increasing access to worldwide information. The school embraces the benefits of technology and is committed to reducing students’ exposure to cyber-risks.

Students have embraced the use of information and communication technologies out of school to maintain contact with friends and make new ones. They send emails, create their own websites, may report intimate, personal news in blogs (online interactive diaries), send text messages and images via mobile phones, upload videos to YouTube, post to discussion boards and seek out new friends in community sites. Whilst most interactions are positive, there are increasing reports in the broader community of these technologies being used to harass and intimidate others. This has become known as cyber bullying.

Purpose

- To create a safe and caring community which promotes learning in a supportive environment with people who are sharing and caring.
- To help students and members of the school community to differentiate between bullying and inappropriate social interactions (mutual conflict, social rejection or dislike, single episode acts of nastiness, physical aggression)
• To support the implementation of the School’s Code of Conduct.
• To foster social responsibility in all students so that they report any unacceptable behaviour towards others rather than act as bystanders.
• To recognise that incidents of cyber bullying will be treated in the same manner as other forms of bullying

Guidelines

Rowville Primary School is committed to establishing clear expectations for the Rowville Primary School Community with regards to student safety.

• All students are acknowledged and valued as individuals regardless of gender, racial, cultural, religious, physical or intellectual differences.
• All students are informed that if they are bullied, teachers are available to support them and prevent it from happening. Students are encouraged to report incidents to any teacher or staff member at school.
• The Principal and staff have a responsibility to fairly; reasonably and consistently implement the Code of Conduct.
• Any parents who believe that their child is being bullied or cyber bullied should contact the school. In the first instance, contact will be with the class teacher and then the Assistant Principal or Principal.
• All members of staff who believe they are being bullied by any member of the school community are to report this to the Principal.
• All teachers are informed of the procedures that are to be followed if an incident of bullying is reported to them.
• All teachers have a responsibility to respond to, investigate, follow up and monitor incidents of bullying.
• All forms of bullying, whether it is physical, verbal or cyber, are unacceptable.
• All students will sign an Internet Contract as a way of promoting safe use of technology.

Implementation

• As a school we will develop a values driven culture as per the values in our Student Code of Conduct. This will be supported by skills taught through Classroom Circle Activities.
• The staff member investigating a bullying incident will use a restorative conference to establish the facts; discuss the impact of the incident; and develop a solution. A period of monitoring will be part of the solution. A record will be kept of the conference.
• In a case where bullying is confirmed, the school will provide support and counselling for both the victim and the perpetrator.
• If the bullying persists the school will undertake action as per the Student Code of Conduct.

Members of staff at Rowville Primary School have the responsibility to ensure that:

• Students are aware that all forms of cyber-bullying are prohibited at Rowville Primary School.
• Staff members are aware of cyber-bullying and able to identify and look for signs of occurrence among the students.
• Students are aware of the consequences of cyber bullying (Student Code of Conduct, Digital Technologies Acceptable Use Agreement and discipline policy).
• An acceptable use agreement is in place for technology, including computers, tablet and mobile phones, whilst on school premises (or during any school activities held outside the school).
• All cases of cyber bullying are reported to the principal/assistant principal or nominee and responded to promptly.
• There is supervision of technology that is effective for monitoring and deterring cyber bullying.

Students at Rowville Primary School have a responsibility to ensure that they:
• Demonstrate Rowville Primary School Values when online.
• Use only authorised digital devices whilst on the school premises or during any school activities held outside the school, to record audio and visual material that is authorised as part of the school curriculum program.
• Respect the privacy of students, staff and members of the school community by only taking authorised recording, filming or photography with permission that are in line with the school curriculum program.
• Report all incidents of cyber bullying to a member of staff.
• Talk to an adult if being victimised by cyber bullying.
• Support other students and offer to speak to an adult on behalf of a student who is being victimised by cyber bullying.
• Follow security protocols by protecting their own (and others) privacy and personal information.

Parents at Rowville Primary School have a responsibility to ensure that they:
• Are familiar with the school’s Digital Technologies Policy - Acceptable Use Agreement so they can support students to adhere to the expectations set out in this document.
• Report any incidents of cyber bullying or unsafe cyber-behaviour that they become aware of to the school as soon as possible.
• Use mobile phones, cameras or other digital devices to only record audio and visual material that is authorised as part of the school curriculum programs and has appropriate permission.
• Respect the privacy of students, staff, and members of the school community through only authorised uploading, recording or filming.
• Only disseminating appropriate information through digital media or other means.

The Office of the Children’s eSafety Commissioner protects Australian children when they experience cyber bullying by administering a complaints scheme and deals with complaints about prohibited online content. Families can use this website to report cyber bullying as well as a source to gain further skills and knowledge in regards to being safe online. This information can be found at https://www.esafety.gov.au

Evaluation
1. The policy will be evaluated annually. The review process will include ongoing collection of data about all forms of bullying through the Parent Opinion Survey, Student Attitudes to School Survey and playground incident data records.
2. The school has a proactive approach to anti bullying and data will be analysed to inform the future directions of programs at the school.

This policy was ratified by School Council on 25th November 2015 and will be reviewed in November 2016